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Abstract  

The fundamental purpose of Mission Engineering (ME) is to build the right thing based on a 

perceived operational need.  Defining “the right thing” depends on the many interrelated elements 

of operational context, environment (operating, political, social) and available capabilities.  It is 

inherently dynamic and complex.  In this presentation the authors examine how complexity 

thinking can apply to Mission Engineering to illuminate hidden interdependencies that can have 

an inordinate impact on mission execution. There are several frameworks that help successful 

organizations identify ways to navigate inherent internal and external complexities.  Applying 

complexity thinking can uncover which of a mission’s system-of-systems components or mission 

external factors can have nonlinear impacts on operational mission outcomes.   

 

Mission engineering examines the mission context, its effect on the enterprise, the capabilities of 

systems-of-systems, organizations and decision-making, mission threads, and external 

environmental factors.  All of these taken together create complexity.  The acquisition and system 

development processes that produce the capabilities to meet the defined mission need are in 

themselves complex and dynamic.  With the Defense community pushing to move faster to 

develop and deploy advanced systems additional dynamic forces and rapid change are introduced 

that further increase complexity.  The presentation will highlight examples of complexity in large 

systems and suggest ways to address complexity in various aspects of Mission Engineering. 
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